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7 Ways Technology Is Helping 
Property Managers Gain Control Over Chaos
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T hanks to technology, it’s never been easier to control the chaos of 
our personal lives. We have access to the world’s information in our 
pockets, our friends are merely a click away on social media, our mail 

is delivered to us in real time, and everything we need to manage our lives is 
available in the cloud.

Just as technology has given us 
better control over our lives, it has 
helped nearly every type of business 
operate faster, more efficiently, and 
with total control. What did we do 
before email? 

In the world of property management, 
today there are a variety of tools 
available, all differing in scope 
of features and impact. Recent 
advancements in technology 
have created powerful new ways 
to automate tasks, measure 
performance, and improve the output 
of Commercial Real Estate teams - all 
without adding to headcount.

Organizations who are adopting 
new software and tools are simply 
adapting to this changing world. They 
are prepared to meet the demands 
of modern property management. 
Those who can’t keep up face the 
threat of falling behind, limiting their 
own growth and potential, or worse, 
failing to meet the expectations of 
today’s tenants. 

Control Over Chaos
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Much like the role of 
management in any 
other business, property 
management today is about 
keeping a complex series of 
moving parts working in unison. 
It’s a challenging role, and one 
that is only growing more and 
more demanding thanks to the 
expectations of building owners, 
staff members, and tenants.

Commercial property managers 
are responsible for motivating 
their employees to focus on 
the right priorities, monitor 
their performance, provide 
exceptional service to tenants, 
and give visibility to owners 
into overall building operations. 
They’re under constant 
pressure to satisfy each of 
these stakeholders and do it all 
– of course – on time, and on 
budget.

The Chaotic Role of a Property Manager
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With so many moving parts, 
these responsibilities can quickly 
spiral out of control, and make a 
property manager feel like they’re 
constantly putting out fires. 
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To gain control over this chaos, drive down costs, maintain high 
performance, and create a strong property management brand, 
many commercial real estate organizations turn to technology to 
help optimize performance and help property managers do what 
they do best – manage.

Buying technology is not about spending money on 
software, it’s about automating the right things to free 
up property managers to be more efficient, and focus 
on those strategies that will grow their business – not 
constantly put out fires.

While technology will never replace the intuition and expertise of a 
skilled property manager, the right software can empower them to 
reach new levels of efficiency and control over their kingdoms.

Here’s how technology is helping these organizations survive (and 
grow):

The Rise of
CRE Technology
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Ever wish you could clone yourself to deal with all the 
issues you face in a day? Property management software 
works in the background like a clone of a property 
manager, constantly monitoring building operations and 
alerting the property manager when an operational or 
service delivery target is missed, or other issue needs to 
be escalated.

You can’t be everywhere at once in your properties, 
checking the status of work orders or managing vendors. 
A software tracking system makes it easy to manage 
janitorial and engineering work, preventing work orders 
from falling through the cracks or going unresolved. It can 
connect property management teams with all moving 
pieces in one unified place – from tenant services, to 
risk and safety procedures, to maintenance issues, to 
communications.

1. Monitor overall performance behind the 
scenes to free up time
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2.  Keep a finger on the pulse of tenant satisfaction

You take tenant satisfaction seriously. 

After all, happy tenants are the lifeblood of your 
business – key to building loyalty and improving 
retention.

Property management software can automate the 
collection of feedback after a work order is completed, 
asking the tenant to immediately give feedback on the 
work. This allows property managers to keep their finger 
on the pulse of what’s going on in their buildings, how 

satisfied tenants are at any given time with the work that’s 
being done, and raising a flag when issues arise.

With technology offering real-time visibility into issues, 
property managers are empowered to react in-the-
moment to prevent minor issues from escalating into 
larger ones. It’s as close as a property manager can get to 
a crystal ball.

Most importantly, this kind of feedback loop demonstrates 
to the tenant that you take their issues seriously.
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When one of your engineers 
starts his day, he asks “what 
should I work on first today?”

With the right software managing 
maintenance across your property, 
in tandem with your tenants’ work 
orders, and aligned to your goals as 
a property manager, you and your 
team are working in lock step.

Your technicians know that every 
job they are assigned requires 
the right tools to get the job 

done. Today, the information your 
engineers have at their disposal 
can be as important to their 
success as the right screwdriver.

When engineers are equipped 
with a mobile device in the field, 
the right information is available 
in their pocket, making it easy 
for them to know what to work 
on next, how to best service the 
equipment they’re tasked with, and 
to report when the job is done, all 
from a mobile device.

3.  Simplify maintenance to keep 
engineers – and tenants - happy
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Preventive maintenance is essential to increasing the 
longevity of equipment and property, and protecting the 
safety of tenants and staff. But these kinds of tasks are 
often difficult to keep track of and prioritize when there 
are so many other things for property managers and 
engineers to focus on.

Advanced CRE organizations use software today to 
streamline the process of planning, scheduling, and 
completing preventive tasks, avoiding the risk of these 
critical tasks going unnoticed – until it’s too late. Their 
teams are fully equipped to capture, automate, and report 
on all maintenance-related activities.

Equipment inspections can be seamlessly completed, and 
maintenance supplies can be inventoried and then alerts 
sent to reorder when par stock minimums are reached. 
Engineers can track their preventive maintenance tasks 
from start to finish, doing the job right every time, and 
giving managers visibility (in real-time) into the status of 
these critical jobs.

Overall, technology makes preventive maintenance a 
proactive, not reactive job.

4.  Make preventive maintenance proactive – and easy
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Technology makes preventive 
maintenance a proactive, 
not reactive job. 
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Your tenants now expect the 
convenience of technology. The 
world’s information is available to 
them in the palm of their hands on a 
mobile device or laptop with access 
to Google. 

Property managers must 
communicate better with 
tenants, giving them the 
information they need, when 
they need it, and on-demand.  

In an emergency situation, or perhaps 
just as a daily communications 
tool, software can enable property 
management to quickly and easily 

send important communications to 
key contacts – eliminating the need 
to make repetitive announcements, 
print unnecessary signage, and hunt 
down contact information.

With the right software, managers 
have the opportunity to create a 
property website and tenant portal 
that significantly improves the tenant 
experience by providing an online 
and mobile option for interacting 
with building management. Tenants 
can receive emergency messages 
or broadcasted announcements 
directly to their mobile device. This 
convenience provides an easy way 
for tenants to submit issues, receive 

confirmation of their requests, view 
the history of service requests and 
easily access key information such 
as tenant handbooks or reserving 
building resources.

Not only are tenants used to 
accessing information on-demand, 
but this access also frees up property 
managers from excess phone calls 
and emails fielding basic information 
requests. What will you do with all 
that free time?

5.  Improve communication with tenants
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Operating and managing properties or 
a portfolio inherently comes with risk. 

Property managers are using 
technology to manage that risk, and 
mitigate their exposure to potential 
liability. Software can help to drive 
the right process, and collect the 
right information needed to assure 
compliance and document actions 
in the event of future litigation. 
For example, complying with 
requirements for fire & life safety 
processes.

Are you still collecting Certificate of 
Insurance documents manually? If 
so, you’re exposing yourself and your 
insurer to potential liability. Software 
can move all COIs into a single, online 

database, and automate the process 
of collecting and updating these 
assets. Property managers can be 
notified proactively about expiration 
notifications, and see at a glance the 
COI of every tenant and vendor on 
their properties to reduce incurred 
losses and insurance premiums.

When incidents do happen, 
organizations are leveraging software 
to capture important details, follow 
the right procedure, and maintain 
accurate records for risk assessment 
and liability protection. When mobile 
is used, incident data can be captured 
from anywhere in your building, 
and media such as photos can be 
included with incident details.

Additionally, authorized visitor access 
can be managed professionally and 
securely in a cost-effective way with 
the right software tool. This can help 
to provide a fast and flawless visitor 
experience while maintaining the 
security of management and tenants. 
Some properties are prepared to 
offer self-service kiosks, or building 
directory capabilities. Technology 
helps to screen against unwanted 
and unannounced visitors, identify 
exactly who is in your property at any 
given time, and capture accurate and 
detailed visitor information.

6.  Manage Operational Risk
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Property managers need visibility into the 
performance of their entire property  – not only to 
deal with problems that arise, but also to report to building 
owners the effectiveness of their teams.

Advances in technology mean that complex building 
operations can be aggregated into one software tool that 
allows for powerful reporting and insights.

This level of insight simply cannot be measured manually.

Managers can benchmark how they are doing overall 
against service delivery targets, understand at a glance 
the current performance of their teams, and document 
tenant satisfaction to prove how well they’re doing. 
Whether you need to track labor hours, understand root-
cause analysis of problems and noncompliance, identify 
peak performers throughout your organization, or simply 
do more without adding staff, the most important tool in a 
property manager’s toolkit is information.

7.  Overall building visibility 
(know tasks are getting done)
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If knowledge is power, then a property 
manager armed with the right data is 
truly prepared to control chaos.
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Best-in-class commercial property management teams 
are automating operations as well as engaging their 
tenants at the same level of convenience they’ve come 
to expect in today’s day and age. These CRE teams are 
selecting software tools to collect critical information, 
inspire tenant loyalty, collaborate in real-time with 
employees and vendors, manage risk, and understand 
the performance of their entire building or portfolio, at a 
glance.

It’s a brave new world in many ways, but with 
an open mind and dedication to investing in 
the future, property management teams can 
shift from putting out fires to gaining control 
of chaos, focusing on improving themselves 
and their business.
 

Summary
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When choosing technology for your commercial properties, you’ve got to select a 
solution that is: easy to adopt, easy to get started with, and addresses your challenges 
as a business. It should address the specific operational and service goals that you are 

responsible for delivering. You should be able to get up and running within a few days, and 
see results quickly. Look for a technology that is powerful, intuitive, configurable, and well 

loved by other property managers like you.

In addition to the technology, consider the right partner to help you control chaos. Seek 
a company with deep industry experience, reputable clients, and remarkable customer 

service. 
 

See what other property managers are saying about Building Engines on G2Crowd, and 
book a meeting with the Building Engines team of experts today to learn how our property 

management technology can bring you into the new age of performance.

Choose the right technology 
for your properties:
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buildingengines.com
866.301.5300
info@buildingengines.com 
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